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Choose the correct answers:                         

 

1.  Which of the following is not a general purpose software?      [   ] 

a. Payroll system b. Excel   c. Word 

2.  Which presentation view displays the miniature of slides in PowerPoint?    [   ] 

a. Slide show  b. Slide sorter  c. Normal view     

3.   Which of the following state direction between symbols of flowchart?             [   ] 

a.  Flow lines  b. Connectors  c.  Decision box 

4.  Which of the following is not a search engine?        [   ] 

a. Google Chrome b. Bing   c.  Google 

5.  What does the following block do?          [   ] 

a. Stop script’s execution  

b. Pause script’s execution 

c. Start script’s execution      

  

Write whether the following statements are true or false:                                 

 

6. FTP stands for File Transfer Protocol.         [ ] 

7. The center of stage is at x-y coordinate (0, 0).      [ ] 

8. Multiple else statements are allowed with one if statement.    [ ]     

9. Title slide is the default slide of a blank PowerPoint presentation.    [ ] 

10. Utilities help to ensure smooth functioning of a computer system.   [ ]  

 

11. Match the following:                  

 

Column A   Column B 

Utility software [        ] 1 New Slide 

 

[        ] 2 Stepwise solution of a problem 

Algorithm [        ] 3 Grow  

 
[        ] 4 Process of transferring file from server computer to 

client computer 

Downloading [        ] 5 System software 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Fill in the blanks:                  

 

12.  Email stands for ___________________________  

13.  The __________________ refers to useless and unwanted emails. 

14.  The ______________ tool in scratch is used to create a copy of object.  

15.  The _________________ box has only one entry point but two exit points. 

16.   The _________________ribbon contains different themes and variants in ppt. 

 

Symbol Names:                            

        

17.  Draw the flowchart symbols and write their use to complete the table. 

 

Name symbol Use of Symbol 

Start   

Output box   

Decision Box   

Process Box   

Connector   

 

Short Answer Question:                

 

18.  What is ARPANET? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

19. What is a Stage in scratch? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

20. What are blocks in scratch? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
   

21. Describe about loop? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

22.  Give software hierarchy to represent different types of software? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 


